Query containment under constraints is the problem of checking whether for every database satisfying a given set of constraints, the result of one query is a subset of the result of another query, Recent research points out that this is a central problem in severa database applications, and we address it within A setting where constraints are specified in the form of special inclusion dependencies over complex expressions, built by using intersection and difference of relations, special forms of quantification, regular expressions over binary relations, and cardinality constraints. These types of constraints capture a great variety of data models, including the relational, the entity-relational, and the object-oriented model,
rialized) view maintenance [Zl] , data warehousing [36] , and constraint checking [22] .
We deal with the problem of query containment under constraints, i.e. the one of checking whether containment between two queries holds for every database satisfying a given set of constraints. This problem is relevant in every situation where the database schema is specified with a rich data definition language. In particuhrr in the case of information integration, queries are to be compared relatively to (inter-schema) constraints, which are used to declaratively specify the uglue" between two source schema, and between one source schema and the global schema [7, 24, 33, 8, 29] .
The complexity of query containment in the absence of constraints has been studied in various settings. In [lo] , NPcompleteness has been established for conjunctive queries, and in [13] a multi-parameter analysis has been performed for the same case, showing that the intractability is due to certain types of cycles in the queries. In [26, 341, II;-completeness of containment of conjunctive queries with inequalities was proved, and in [32] the case of queries with the union and difference operators was studied. For various classes of Datalog queries with inequalities, decidability and undecidability results were presented in (121 and [34] , respectively.
Query containment under constraints has also been the subject of several investigations. For example, decidability of conjunctive query containment was investigated in [4] under functional and multi-valued dependencies, in [14] under functional and inch&on dependencies, in [9, 28, 301 under constraints representing is-a hierarchies and compIex objects, and in [17] in the case of constraints represented as Datalog programs.
In this paper we address query containment in a setting where:
l The schema is constituted by concepts (unary relations) and relations as basic elements, and by a set of constraints expressed in a logic-based formalism. Every constraint is an inclusion of the form al C 02, where al and a2 are compIex expressions bu% by using intersection and difference of relations, special forms of quantification, regular expressions over binary relation, and number restrictions (i.e. cardinality constraints imposing limitations on the number of tuples in a certain relation in which an object may appear). The constraints express essentially inclusion dependencies between concepts and relations, and their expressive power is due to the possibility of using complex expressions in the specification of the dependen-tics. It can be shown that our formalism is able to capture a great variety of data models, including the relationnl, the entity-relational, and the object-oriented model, all extended with various forms of constraints.
l Queries are formed as disjunctions of conjunctive queries whose atoms are complex expressions, and therefore, can express non-recursive Datalog programs. Since complex expressions are the basic building blocks of queries, it is possible to specify queries whose atoms are regular expressions. Recent papers point out that this feature is important in modern query languages (see e.g. [l] ).
We observe that, given the form of constraints and queries allowed in our approach, none of the previous results can be applied to get decidability/undecidability of query containment. We adopt a novel technique for addressing the problem, based on translating the schema and the queries into a particular Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) formula, and then checking the unsatisfiability of the formula, The technique is justified by the fact that reasoning about the schema itself (without the queries) is optimally done within the framework of PDL [16] .
We present the following results on checking whether a query 4 is contained in another query q' with respect to the constraints specified in a schema S:
For the case where q does not contain regular expressions, we provide a method for query containment, thus showing that the problem is decidable, and analyze its computational complexity.
We do the same for the case where neither S nor q, q' contain number restrictions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first decidability result on containment of conjunctive queries with regular expressions.
For the case where we allow inequalities in q', we prove that the problem is undecidable, even for very simple schemas and queries.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the formalism used to express both the constraints in the schema, and the queries. In Section 3 we describe the logic ClPD$, which will be used for deciding query containment. In Sections 4,6 and 6 we present the two decidability results, and the undecidability result, respectively. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Schemas and Queries in Vt7Lg
We use the logical language 7JDC7?&, inspired by [8, 61, to specify database schemas and queries. The language is based on tho relational model, in the sense that a schema S describes the properties of a set of relations, while a query for S denotes a relation that is supposed to be computed from any database conforming to S. A schema is specified in terms of a set of assertions on relations, which express the constraints that must be satisfied by every conforming database.
Schemas
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The basic elements of I),C7&, are concepts (unary relations), n-ary relations, and regular ezpressions built over projections of relations on two of their components.'.
We assume to deal with a finite set of atomic relations and concepts, denoted by P and A respectively. We use R to denote arbitrary relations (of given arity between 2 and n,,,oZ), E to denote regular expressions, and C to denote arbitrary concepts, respectively built according to the following syntax R ::= T, 1 P ] ($i/n:C) 1 -R In what follows, we abbreviate 4E.G with VE.C, and ($i/n:C) with ($i: C) when n is clear from the context. Also, we consider only concepts and relations that are well-typed, which means that l only relations of the same arity la are combined to form expressions of type RI nRz (which inherit the arity la), and l i 5 n whenever i denotes a component of a relation of arlty 12.
A Z)CR, schema is constituted by a finite set of assertions, of the form
where Rr and Rz are of the same arity. The semantics of VDL'R, is specified through the notion of interpretation. An interpretation Z = (Az,ez) of a ZJX, schema S and a set of constants C (to be used in queries) is constituted by an interpretation domain A' and an interpretation function ez that assigns l to each constant c in C an element of A' under the unique name assumption l to each concept C a subset Cz of A* l to each regular expression E a subset E' of AZ x AZ l to each relation R of arity n a subset R' of (A')" such that the conditions in Figure 1 are satisfied. We observe that Tr denotes the interpretation domain, while T,, for n > 1, does not denote the n-Cartesian product of the domain, but only a subset of it, that covers all relations of arity n. It follows, from this property, that the "1" constructor on relations is used to express difference of relations, rather than complement.
An interpretation Z satisfies an assertion Rr 5 Rz (resp. Cl E Cz) if Rf E R$ (resp. Cf C Cz). An interpre tation that satisfies all assertions in a schema S is called a model of S. It is easy to see that a model of a schema S actually corresponds to a database conforming to S, i.e. a database satisfying all the constraints represented by S. Jt can be shown that 'DJ~& is able to capture a great vnriety of dota models with many forms of constraints. For example, we obtain the entity-relationship model (including fe-a relations on both entities and relations) in a straightforword way [6] , and an object-oriented data model (extended with several types of constraints), by restricting the use of existential and universal quantifications in concept expressions, by restricting the attention to binary relations, and by eliminating negation, disjunction and regular expressions. Compared with the relational model, the following observations point out the kinds of constraints that can be expressed using VJ~&. l The possibility of constructing complex expressions provides a special form of view definition. Indeed, the two assertions P E R, R & P (where R is a complex expression) is a view definition for P. Notably, views can be freely used in assertions (even with cyclic references), and, therefore, all the above discussed constraints can be imposed not only on atomic relations, but also on views. These features make our logic particularly suited for expressing inter-schema relationships in the context of information integration Ii'], whore it is crucial to be able to state that a certain concept of a schema corresponds (by means of inclusion or equivalence) to a view in another schema.
l Finally, regular expressions can be profitably used to represent in the schema inductively defined structures such as sequences and lists, imposing complex conditions on them.
One of the distinguishing features of D.CR, is that it is cquippcd with a method for checking logical implication. Indeed, the method described in [S] allows one to verify in EXPTIME whether a given assertion is satisfied in every model of a schema.
It follows from EXPTIMEhardness of satisfiability in PDL and from the fact that any PDL formula can be expressed as a 'Dt'R, concept, that logical implication in DB?., is EXPTIMEhard.
Thii holds even in the case where the schema does not contain regular expressions. Indeed, the formulas used in the EXPTIMEhardness proof of satisfiability in PDL [20] , can be expressed as assertions in VfX, not involving regular expressions. We point out that D.0Z, supports only special forms of functional and inclusion dependencies. Hence the undecidability result of implication for (general) functional and inclusion dependencies taken together, shown independently in [31, 111, does not apply.
Queries
A query q for a D&R, schema is a non-recursive Datalog query, written in the form:
where each body,(S,fi, &) is a conjunction of oloms, and %,fi (resp. c'i) are all the variables (resp. constants) appearing in the conjunct. Each atom has one of the forms R(s), C(t), or E(t,t'), where l t', t, and t' are constants or variables in x', y'i, g; l R, C, and E are relations, concepts, and regular expressions over S.
The number of variabIes of Z is called the a&y of q, i.e. the arity of the relation denoted by the query q. We observe that the atoms in the queries are arbitrary D,C7Z, relations and concepts, freely used in the assertions of the schema. This distinguishes our approach with respect to [18, 281, where no constraints can be expressed in the schema on the relations that appear in the queries.
Given an interpretation 5 of a schema S, a query q for S of arity n is interpreted as the set fl of n-tuples (or,. . . , on), with each oi E A=, such that, when substituting each oi for zi, the formula 3~l.body,(x',91,Q)V... V3~~.body,(x',~~,c',) evaluates to true in 2.
If 9 and q' are two queries (of the same arity) for S, we say that q is contained in q' wrt S, denoted S l= q G q', if 9 C 9'z for every model Z of S. Given a V&R, schema S and two queries for S 9(5q fbody,(9,j$q v * ** v body,(i,jLL,Gn) 9'(g) + body; (9, f:, 5") V -. -V body',, (9, Y;I, &I)
WC have that S k q E q' iff there is no model Z of S such that, when substituting suitable objects in AZ for d,jh,t,* $,,,,'the formula ',,(i,~~,,~~,) evaluates to true in Z. In other words, S k q c q' ifl! there is no model of S that makes the formula true, where S, &,..., 2, are Skolem constants, i.e. constants not appearing elsewhere for which the unique name assumption does not hold.
The query containment problem is the one of checking whether S k 9 2 q', where S, q, q' are given as input. A special case of query containment is query satisfiability, which amounts to verify whether a given query is interpreted a~ the empty set in every model of the schema (note that the query u(jl. t P(s A lP(Z) is unsatisfiable).
We observe that, since logical implication in Dt72, is already EXPTIMEcomplete, query containment in our setting is EXPTIMEhard, even in the case where neither the schema nor the queries contain regular expressions.
Example
Consider an application where the departments of a given company can be controlled by other departments, and sold to companies. Every department is controlled by at most one department, and by at least one main department, possibly indirectly, A main department is not controlled by any department. If a main department is sold, then all the departments controlled by it are also sold. Finally, if a department is sold, then all the department that, directly or indirectly, controls it are also sold.
The basic concepts and relations are shown in Figure 2 in the form of an entity-relationship diagram. The specification of the application in Z)&R, makes use of the concepts Dept, MainDept, Money, Company, and the relations CONTROLS, SOLD, In particular, CONTROLS(z, y) means that department 8 has control over department y, and SOLD(z, y,z) means that department z has been sold to company y at price z. The schema S is constituted by the following assertions:
The first two assertions are used to specify the types of the attributes of the relations. The thud and the fourth assertions specify the basic properties of Dept and MainDept. It is easy to see that such assertions imply that, in all the models of S, the set of CONTROLS links starting from an instance na of MainDept form a tree (which we call CONTROLS-tree) with root m. The role of the transitive closure (CONTROLSlss,sr)' and the number restrictions is crucial for correctly representing the above property in the schema.
Finally, the last two assertions, each one stating inclusions between views, specify the company policy for selling departments. Note again the use of the transitive closure for this purpose.
We now consider two queries for the schema S. The first query, called q is used to retrieve all the pairs of departments that are controlled by the same department and that comprise at least one sold department. The second query, called q', retrieves all the pair (z, y) of departments such that x has been sold, and y belong to the same CONTROLS-tree of x. The queries q and q' are defined ss follows: and from the notion of CONTROLS-tree as defined in S.
Also, if we add to q'(x, y) the condition that department y is not sold, we obtain the query q"(x,y) e Dept(x) A SOLD(z,zl,zz) A +OLD(y,wr,~s) A (C~~Ws1,s2 u C~~WS2,$l) '(~,Y) which is unsatisfiable. r ::= p I rljr2 I rl U r2 I P* I f#~? I rThe abbreviation [r]$ is used for T(r)-+ As usual for PDLs, the semantics of CPDLg is based on Kripke structures M = (S,e"), where S is a set of states and + formulae as subsets of S and programs as binary relations over S. The semantics of each construct is reported below: It can be shown that CPDLS has typical properties of PDLs, in particular the connected-model property (if a formula has a model, then it has one that is co'nnected when viewing it as a graph), the tree-model property (if a formula has a model, then it has one that is a tree when viewing it as an undirected graph), and EXPTIME decidability of checking satisfiability of a formula (with the assumption that numbers in graded modalities are represented in unary) [16] .
Queries without Regular Expressions
In this section we study the problem of deciding whether S f= q E g', in the case where q does not contain regular expressions, i.e. atoms of the form E(t,t'). Note that the example in Section 2 falls into this case.
Our aim is to reduce query containment to a problem of unsatisfiability of in CPDL~. To this end, we construct a UPDL, formula starting from an instance of the query containment problem. More precisely, if we have to check whether there is no model of S that makes the formula For each j E (1, . . . ,m}, the encoding @?bOdyj of bodyj(a',Gjr Zj) makes use of special atomic propositions, called name-formulae whose distinguishing properties are specified by aa,,= (see later). Specifically, one name-formula Nt is introduced for each term t in 5, Gj, $, and one nameformula Nr for each tuple t' such that for some R, R(t) appears in bodyj (C, Gj, Zj). A name-formula assigns a name to a term t (resp. tuple q, which allows for identifying in a model certain states which correspond to t (resp. reified counterpart of q. The distmguishing properties of nameformulae guarantee that these states share some crucial properties that allow us to isolate a single state as a representative oft (resp. Z). The formula &dyj is the conjunction of the following formulae: encodes G'~.body; (Z, ii, gj) by making use of a special graph, called luple-graph, which intuitively reflects the dependencies between variables and tuples resulting from the appearance of the variables in the atoms3. A tuple-graph is a directed graph with nodes labeled by CPDLg formulae and edges labeled by CPDL, programs, formed as follows:
l There is one node t for each term t in 8, ?j, $9 and one node 5 for each t' such that R(t) appears in ~3Zjebody~(a',.Zj,Zj). Each node t is Iabclcd by N; and all u(C) such that C(t) appears in +Ji'~~b~dy~(a'~2~,~~)~ Each node t' is labeled by all g(R) such that R(Z) appears in +lZjabody~(a',Zj,~~).
l There is one edge labeled by fi from the node 5 = (t I,, , . , t,,) to the node ti, i E (1,. . . ,n}, for each tuple t" such that R(Z) appears in -3Zjebodyi(a',i;-,Zj). In addition, there is one edge labeled by u(E) from the node t to the node t', for each atom E(t,t') occurring in Glij.body~(a',$,Ej).
In general the tuple-graph is composed of m 2 1 conncctcd components. For the i-th connected component we build a CPDLD formula Si(i;; by starting from a node to (corresponding to a term) and visiting the corresponding component as follows (let u be the current node in the visit and & the formula produced by visiting u): 0 Ifu = t, and has not already been visited then construct & as the conjunction of:
(i) every formula labeling the node t (including Nt); 3Tho tuplo graph is similar to the graph used in [13] to detect cyollc dopondoncics bctvreen variables.
(ii) one formula (fJq3 for each non-marked edge (t', t) labeled by fi (i.e. t = ti in @, where I$ is the formula resulting by marking the edge (t', t) and visiting the node t'; (iii) one formula (u(E))($h(u(E)-)Nt)
for each nonmarked edge (t, t') labeled by a(E), where q% is the formula resulting by marking the edge (t, t') and visiting the node t'; (iv) one formula (U(E)-)(+A (u(E))Nt) for each nonmarked edge (t', t) labeled by u(E), where 4 is the formula resulting by marking the edge (t',t) and visiting the node t';
.Ifu = t' = (t1 ,... ,tn), let er ,..., eh be the nonmarked edges from u to nodes ti. Mark er, . . . , eh and construct qSU as the conjunction of; (i) every formula labeling the node t';
(ii) one formula (fi)$ for each edge ej = (c, ti), where fi is the label of ej, and q5 is the formula resulting by visiting the node ti. where F is defined inductively as follows:
The role of 9,,, is to enforce that, in every model of @,, for each Nk, one representative state can be singled out among those satisfying Nk. This would be trivially obtained if we could force all these states to satisfy exactly tha same formulae of the logic. Go,,= forces a weaker condition, namely that these states satisfy the same formulae in tho flnlta set (whose size is polynomial with respect to G') dcscribcd above. Theorem 1 proves that this is sufficient for our purposes.
To see how Cp encodes the containment problem, consldor two queries g(mr,ze) t p(mr,22), and q'(zl,ze) + r(ml,ma,x) over a schema S such that S p q C q'. Figure 4 schematically shows a model of the encoding @ in this case, that represents a counterexample to the containment, Indeed, the model contains a state sg in which p holds, that, being connected to soI, so2 by means of fl and fs, respectively, represents a tuple (al, as) that satisfies p, Since aor, s,~ satisfy N.,,, Na2, respectively, and
is true in sroot, it follows that sal satisfies [fJ (r > [f+N,,) .
Therefore, in the model there is no state satisfying r representing a tup1e (c-41, a2,z) .
By exploiting the properties of the encoding 9, we can now prove decidability of query containment in our case.
Thooram 1 Let 5 be a schema, q, q' be two queries, and let g not contain regular expressions. Then deciding whether S b g C q' can be done in time O(2r(lsl*':2))), where ISI is the size of S, & is the sum of the number of variables in q and the number of constants in q and q', and G is the number of existentially quantified variables in q' that appear in a cycle of the tuple-graph for q'.
Proof (skotcJ$ Soundness of the encoding: 9 unsatisflablo implies S b q C q', One can verify that every model X of S in which there is at least one tuple satisfying q and not q', can be turned into a model of $.
is the Fiehcr-Lndner closure of a CPDLD formula 4, and Pro(r) Ii3 the sot of "prefixei3" of a program t-[Ml.
Completeness of the encoding:
+ satisfiable implies S p q C q'. We need to consider tuple-admissible models, i.e. models where there is no pair of states that represent the same reified tupIe. We first prove that if G is satisfiable, then it admits a tuple-admissible model in which each name-formula is true in exactly one state. By the tree-model property, 9 admits a tree-model M' = (S',e"'), which is obviously tuple-admissible. Let sroo: E aPM be the root of M'. We transform M' into a new model M = (S,e") with S 5 S', which interprets name-formuIae as singletons and 1s still tuple-admissibIe, as fohows. For each Ni, i E {l,...,K}, we select a state 8&, among the states s E Nfi' such that (sroot,s) E create"'. Then we define: credeM = ((sroot, 8Ni) E Cmte M' ] i E {l,...,K}} PM = (PM'-((SNi,s) Ep"' 18 E NjM ', i, j E {l, ..., 8Nj) Ep"' 18 E N?',i,j E {I,..., K}})
U{ (SNi,'Nj) I (SNi,S) EP"',S E NjM',i,j E (l,...,K}} for each atomic program p except create N,* = {SN.) AM =A"'"S for each name-formula Ni, i E (1,. . . , K} for each atomic formuIa A except name formulae s = (3rd) u {s E S 1 (sroot, 8) E create"' 0 (U,(p"' U (P')~'))*}
To show that M is indeed a model one can proceed as in [16] . We now prove that if @ has a tuple-admissible model M in which each name-formula is true in exactly one state, then S p q C q'.
We do so by showing how to construct from_ M a model Z of S t&at makes the formula (body, (5 bl, El) V . --V body,,, (Z, b,, Z,,,)) A +lZ~. body', (a, Zr , &) h ---A -G,,,, . body ',, (g, g,,,, , i$.,,, ) true. Z is built as follows: A' = Tp, P' = (Z ] 3s' E P".(s',si)E f,*,iE{l,...,n}}, AZ=AM,~dtZ=s~ NM for each constant and Skolem constant t in q and q'. To show that Z does the job, the most diicuIt part is to show that Z $! q'x, i.e., for one j -3i;-. body'.(a', Zj, gj) is true in 2. Conceptually, we need to distingms -i between two cases, depending on whether there is a cycle in the tuple-graph for -3Zj e body; (Z, Zj , Ej ) .
If there is no cycle in the tuple-graph, then the conjunct @bO&,i directly enforces the constraints expressed by -3Zj.body,? (Z, Zj, Ej) . If there is a cycle then, due to the fundamental inability of expressing in PDLs that two chains of links meet the same state, no CPDL, formula can directly express GlZj-bodyj(a', Zj, Zj). For the same reason, however, we can assume that the only cycles present in M are those formed by the states corresponding to the constants in the queries. Therefore the replacement of name-formulae in @b&J suffiCeS.
Complexity:
Since satisfiability in CPDLg is EXPTIMEcomplete, and the encoding is sound and complete, it follows that query containment can be done in time O(2p6*l). It is easy to verity that la] = O(]S] -I$).
El
Schemas and Queries without Number Restrictions
In this section we study the probIem of deciding whether S k q C q', where S is a schema and q, q' are two queries, in the case where neither the schema nor the queries contain and %b,&,J are defined as in the previous section, and gbOdyj, lkGU, are variants of @I&y,, @,,,, as described below. The encoding ??bodU, of name-formulae, whose of bodyj(a', Gj, C$) makes again use distinguishing properties are specified by 'Pk,,,. Name-formulae are introduced for terms only (not for tuples). Specifically, one name-formula N: is introduccd for each term t in z, Gj, Zj. The formula qbodyj is the conjunction of the following formulae: l for each R(tl,...,tn) in bodyj(a',Gj,Zj) and for each Nt, We observe that the only graded modalities appearing in lp are those in @s, imposing the functionality of all atomic program# , By exploiting the properties of the encoding KP, we can now prove decidability of query containment in our case. As in Theorem 1.
Completeness of the encoding: Q satisfiable implies S p q 5 q'. We first prove that if q is satisfiable it admits a tuple-admissible model in which each name-formula is true in exactly one state. Let M' = (S', e"') be a model of q and srOot E qkM'. By the results in [15] we can assume without loss of generality that M' is tuple-admissible. We transform M' into a new model M = (S, e") with S' C S, which is still tuple-admissible and interprets name-formulae as singletons. For each Ni, i E {l,..., K}, we select a state SNi, among the states s E N#' such that (sroot,s) E create"'. Then we define the model M as follows. For each name-formula Ni, N,+" = {SNi}. For each s E S' c S, and for each atomic formula A which is not a name-formma, s E AM iff s E AM'. For each (s, s') E p"' and for each atomic program p, (s,s') E p". In addition, for each n E (1,. . . ,nmoz}, and for each s E if ' such that for some s' E AM' (1) (5,s') 6 f,fi' for some i E {I,. . . ,n}, and (2) s' E N,? for some j E {L...,Kl, we include in S a new state v and proceed as follows: (i) for every atomic formula A (including Tn), vEA"iffsEAM';(ii)foriE(l,...,n},lat(s,si)Ef,~'; if si E NJ*', for some j E (1,. . . , K}, then (v,sN~) E f,*, otherwise (v,s~) E f,fi. To show that M is indeed a mode1 of \E we use the same technique as in [16] , although in this case the proof is much simpler. Finally, we proceed as in Theorem 1 to prove that if Q has a tuple-admissible mode1 M in which each name-formula is true in exactly one state, then S p q c q'. In thii section we show that if we allow for inequalities inside the queries, then query containment becomes undecidable. The proof of undecidability exploits a reduction from the unbounded tiling problem [5] , which consists in deciding whether (a portion of) the integer grid can be tiled using a finite set of square tile types (fixed in orientation and with colored edges) in such a way that adjacent tiles have the same color on the common edge. As shown in (231, the tiling problem is well suited to show undecidability of variants of modal and dynamic log.&, and the difficult part of the proof usually consists in enforcing that the tiles lie on an integer grid. To this end we exploit a query containing one inequality.
Theorem 3 Let S be a schema, and q, q' two queries that may contain atoms of the form t # t'. Then the query containment problem S k q C q' is undecidable.
Proof (shetch). Consider an instance 7 of the tiling problem with tile types Dr, . . . , ,Ok, where the colors on the four sides of tiles of type Di are teft(Di), right(Di), up(Di), and down(Dt). We construct a schema ST using the atomic concepts Tile, 131,. . . , DI; and two binary atomic relations Rfght and Up as follows: Indeed, from a tiling of the upper right quadrant consistent with 7 one obtains immediately a model of ST in which qe la true while qb is false. Conversely, consider a model Z of ST in which qe is true and qh is false. Then Z contains an Instance oe of Tile and the assertions in ST force the existence of arbitrary long chains of objects beginning with 00 and connected one to the next by alternations of Right* and Up', Since qb is false in Z, these chains of objects form indeed a grid. Moreover, by viewing such objects as tiles, the tiling constraints are satisfied due to the assertions in ST* 0
The proof of Theorem 3 shows that query containment romains undecidable even in the restricted case where: (i) S does not contain assertions on relations, and all assertions on concepts are of the form A _C C, (ii) S, q, and q' do not contain regular expressions or number restrictions, (iii) q and q' do not contain union, or constants expressions, and (iv) there is a single inequality in q', and no inequality in q.
Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced ~fX'.,, an expressive language for specifying database schemas and non-recursive Datalog queries, and we have presented decidability (with complexity) and undecidability results of the problem of checking query containment under the constraints expressed in the schema.
In particular, the decidability results refer to the case where either regular expressions are ruled out in the queries, or number restrictions or not allowed both in the schema and in the queries. The second case yields the first decidability result that we are aware of on containment of conjunctive queries with regular expressions. The decidability of query containment with regular expressions and number restrictions both in the schema and in the queries remains open, and will be the subject of future research.
